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The Need for a New Heuristic
Most readers can only read a fraction of the
papers written on a topic. The heuristic of reading
“highly cited articles first” is common, but certain
types of articles are more likely to be cited
without being more valid science. Moreover, it is
difficult for literature users to determine whether
a particular document is biased. Therefore,
we aim to create a new ranking heuristic that
is based on risk of bias.
Design Principle
We think that some papers could be much less
cited because they contradict the dominant view
or are less well-known. We call those papers
“marginalized papers.” In principle, an
unbiased paper should disclose the existence
of multiple points of view through citation,
including the marginalized papers.
Selecting Marginalized Papers
Our prior work proposed a network metric, the 
ratio between the real and expected citation 
count (Fu, Yuan, and Schneider, 2021), and 
marginalized papers are characterized as having 
low values for this ratio.  We regarded that all
papers published two years later than paper X 
were expected to cite X. However, this approach 
made the unrealistic assumption that all prior 
papers written on the topic would be cited. 
• Ranking robustness: 9 papers remain in the most marginalized
papers list despite the change in the method for computing
expected citation counts.
• The most significant change is for the oldest paper, Mossner2001,
which is considered more marginalized with the new method.
The New Approach
Our new approach considers the reality that 
authors can only cite a fraction of the papers 
written on a topic. While authors may be biased 
toward which papers to cite, the fraction cited is 
limited by the space available for references in a 
paper and the authors’ habits. We first evenly 
redistribute the total number of citations made by 
papers published in one year to all papers 
published in the prior year or earlier (see the 
illustration on the right). And then, each paper’s 
expected citation count is computed by adding all 
redistributed citations it receives from papers 
published in the next year or later.
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Result
real citation count = 3 expected citation count = 9
Old Method New Method
Outcome Year Name Name Year Outcome
Unclear 2007 Dick Dick 2007 Unclear
Negative 2007 Kraus Kraus 2007 Negative
Unclear 2008 Lotrich Lotrich 2008 Unclear
- - - Mossner 2001 Positive
Positive 2009 Kim_b Kim_b 2009 Positive
Negative 2009 Coventry Coventry 2009 Negative
Unclear 2009 Gibb Gibb 2009 Unclear
Unclear 2007 Kilpatrick Kilpatrick 2007 Unclear
Negative 2010 Sugden - - -
Negative 2008 PhillipsBute PhillipsBute 2008 Negative
Positive 2008 Bull Bull 2008 Positive
ratio between the real and expected citation 









Conclusions and Future Work
• The old and new methods produced an
almost identical list of the top 10 most
marginalized papers.
• Understand the ranking robustness. And
how stable is the ranking when we go
further down the list?
• Understand why those papers are
marginalized. Do certain aspects of form
or content appear more frequently in
marginalized papers?
• Rank papers based on how well they cite
the marginalized papers.
In reality, all 4 2004 papers (orange) cited the 2003 paper (green), and 
none cited the 2001 paper (black). We constructed 8 “potential citation 
paths” (dotted lines). We redistributed the citations so that each 
potential citation path now counts as 4/8 = 0.5 citation. After the 
redistribution, the 2001 paper gets 0.5*4 = 2 expected citations.
